Epidemiological studies have provided evidence that neuropsychiatric symptoms are induced by long term exposure to solvents; individual diagnosis with psychometric tests, however, is not always possible (for example, when the patient has linguistic difficulties). Therefore evoked potentials and cerebral blood flow were studied in 50 patients occupationally exposed to solvents who were referred to our department and for whom a solvent induced psycho-organic syndrome was suspected. Degree of exposure was evaluated by its duration (mean 13-9, range 1 to 37 years) and its intensity (from an interview). At the group level, P22 and N35 latencies and amplitude N20-P22 of somatosensory evoked potentials were higher in cases than in controls (p < 005), whereas there was no difference for brainstem and visual evoked potentials, nor for hemispheric cerebral blood flow (but a higher distribution in the left occipital region was seen in patients, p < 0.05). Some parameters were linked to degree of exposure (amplitude N20-P22 of somatosensory evoked potentials, interpeak latency I-V of brainstem evoked potentials, distribution of cerebral blood flow in the internal frontal left region). At the individual level, these examinations were not of diagnostic value because sensitivity was low.
Neurobehavioural effects of occupational exposure to organic solvents have given rise to numerous studies in industry.' Although acceptable exposure concentrations have not yet been established, it is admitted that exposure to high concentrations can cause lasting alterations in cognitive function.2 As neurobehavioural impairments are not specific, it is difficult to clinically diagnose a solvent induced psycho-organic syndrome in a patient with subjective symptoms, and for whom being awarded compensation may be a consideration.
Many studies have been conducted with psychometric tests. Nevertheless, their results do not confirm the existence of solvent induced psychoorganic syndrome: they are not abnormal at the early stage of the disease, when recovery after removal of exposure occurs in most cases3; so it could be judicious to complement them with research of objective neurological impairments by imaging or electrophysiological methods. Evoked potentials (projections of the action potentials on the cortex) and cerebral blood flows (reflecting cerebral metabolism4) can be perturbed in toxic central neuropathies (for example, from alcohol 5 6) and could be of good diagnostic value in diseases with subjective symptomatology for which the organic cause is difficult to ascertain-for example, migraine7 and perhaps developmental -learning disabilities in children. 8 The aims of this study were to compare with controls the measurements of evoked potentials and of cerebral blood flow in 50 patients who were referred to our department and for whom solvent induced psycho-organic syndrome had been suggested, to search for a link between these results and the degree of exposure, and to evaluate their diagnostic interest by comparing them with the results of psychometric tests.
Methods

SUBJECTS
Cases
The study population consisted of subjects occupationally exposed for more than one year to organic solvents who were referred to our department between 1984 and 1990 and for whom a psycho- The degree of exposure was measured in two ways. Duration of exposure was 13-9 (SD 10) years. Intensity was designated as mild or severe by four physicians who classified the patients, based on an interview about the workplace, independently and without knowledge of the results of examinations, into (1) severely exposed (probably near or beyond the threshold limit value for at least one solvent) and (2) mildly exposed. In cases of disagreement the class of exposure assigned was the weakest; 32 persons were severely exposed and 18 mildly exposed. For intensity of exposure, the most exposed patients had a higher amplitude N20-P22 of upper limb SEPs (3-65 jv (range 0-15-113)) than the least exposed (2-15 ,uv (0 3-5 0) (p < 0-01)). The frontal internal left region was proportionally less perfused in the most exposed (respectively 99 This study showed that the group of 50 patients differed from controls in several parameters of evoked potentials and cerebral blood flow. The individual diagnostic interest of these examinations Table 3 Evoked potentials in cases and in controls was evaluated by calculation of specificity and sensitivity of these parameters, with psychometric tests as reference: these examinations had a good specificity but a very low sensitivity. The first part of our study investigated the group of 50 consulting patients. By contrast with epidemiological studies, the group was not homogeneous; this probably explains why we did not find any relation between psychometric tests and degree of exposure. Duration of exposure was variable, ranging from one year to 37 years. We included patients with at least one year of exposure although the hypothesis has been made that symptoms of solvent induced psycho-organic syndrome appear only after several years of exposure.3'
In the second part of the study, we looked for the diagnostic value of evoked potentials and cerebral blood flow. Examinations other than psychometric tests would be useful for the diagnosis of solvent induced psycho-organic syndrome. Indeed, socioeconomic background and linguistic difficulties do not always allow the correct execution of psychometric tests, which is why we had to exclude some patients from this part of the study. Moreover, there is no consensus about the type and the number of abnormal psychometric tests necessary to distinguish normal from abnormal patients. We made three classifications to declare subjects as abnormal: the cut off was either one, two, or three abnormal psychometric tests (independent of the function tested); results were not noticeably different: we were unable to show a diagnostic value for any of the parameters that either differed between cases and controls, or were linked to degree of exposure.
Results of other studies conducted on evoked potentials in populations exposed to solvents (other than n-hexane) are contradictory-namely, no abnormality of VEPs32 or BAEPs,33 34 increased latencies33 35 and modified amplitudes of VEPs (decreased35 or increased31), and increased latencies of BAEPs indicating a lesion of white matter (this examination is more sensitive than cerebral magnetic resonance imaging).20 But the populations of these studies were different: two were exposed for a short time during experimental studies32 33; three, from cross sectional epidemiological studies, were exposed for a long time and probably to similar solvents and atmospheric concentrations3' 34 
